Start Small Go Big with Decktoys!


https://deck.toys/

Join our Deck at deck.toys/2019ncties
HELLO!

Brittany Beckham – 8th Grade Social Studies and Science
Holbrook Middle School  bbeckham@gaston.k12.nc.us

Heather Wilson – 8th Grade Social Studies and Science
Mount Holly Middle School  hhwilson@gaston.k12.nc.us
What is a DeckToy?

Tutorial

It is an engaging interactive tool you can build content for lessons, units, digital breakouts, personalized learning pathways.....
PROS – Why Use DeckToys

- Easy to use
- Easy to set-up
- Build in activities
- Premade lessons
- Whole Class /Individual Lessons
- Import pre-made Vocabulary
- Digital Locks
- Gamify your Lessons
- Learning Pathways
- Monitor your students’ progress
- Syncs with Google Classroom
Slide Apps
Get real-time responses from students!

- Slide Apps
- Lock
- Text
- Draw
- Quick Poll
- Placemarker
- Buzzer and Randomizer
- Timer
- Treasure Key Lock

Study Set Apps
Engage your students with Study Set Apps!

- Choices
- Crossword
- Deck of Cards
- Draw n Guess
- Flashcards
- Jigsaw
- Lines
- Match
- Maze
- Pairs
- Rockets
- Sequence
- Sort Me
- Memory
- Word Attack
- Word Search
- Word Wheel
- Game Show

Classroom Tools
Tools for your classroom

- Report
- Lock Features
- Team
- Treasure Key Lock
Import vocabulary sets from Quizlet
DeckToy as Learning Tool

- Embed a variety of digital media – readings, videos
- Add quizzes
- Add Vocabulary practice using your already created Quizlets
DeckToys as a Gamified Learning tool

✗ Variety of Digital Locks
✗ Hidden Treasure Keys in Quest
✗ Can not skip activities
✗ Teacher can see attempts vs. completion rate
✗ Play head to head on Vocabulary challenges
Differentiate learning by utilizing the locks and pathways for your students.
SPLIT YOUR CONTENT TO MEET YOUR STUDENT’S NEEDS
Three simple steps

1. Create pre-assessment in Google Forms – [How to use Google Forms](#)
2. Use Form Mule to send result and pathway to your students – [Google Forms and Personalized Pathways](#)
3. Create your content activities on DeckToys
Join our Deck at deck.toys/2019ncties

Complete the Teacher Walkthrough
Let's build a deck

CREATE

COMMUNICATE

COLLABORATE
DECKTOY BUILDING 101

TEACHER WALKTHROUGH ➤ SCIENCE PROCESSES ➤ BUILD YOUR DECK
REACH OUT TO US WITH QUESTIONS:

BRITTANY –
BBECKHAM@GASTON.K12.NC.US
@MSBECKHAM8TH

HEATHER –
HHWILSON@GASTON.K12.NC.US
@MHMSHISTORY
CONTACT DECKTOYS – VERY USER FRIENDLY, CHAT IN THE APP!
THANKS!

Any questions?
Credits
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